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Visual Basic Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2002
Microsoft's Visual Basic has become the standard language of programming. In addition to teaching Visual Basic, this unique programming guide will teach readers the fundamental programming concepts they need to grasp in order to learn any computer language. This non-intimidating reference enables readers to take the skills they learn and apply them...
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Event-Based Programming: Taking Events to the LimitApress, 2006
Languages like C#, VB .NET, and Delphi include built-in support for events, and these events become very powerful when they connect the objects and components of a system. Events make it possible for such parts to interact without any coupling. And the resulting parts can be developed and tested individually--which keeps the code clean and...
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Model-Driven Development of Advanced User Interfaces (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Model-Driven Development (MDD) has become an important paradigm in software

	development. The approach claims to provide a solution for systematic and

	efficient software development for the highly complex systems developed nowadays.

	It uses models, i.e. abstract representations of certain aspects of a system,

	as primary artifacts...
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Breast Cancer: Translational Therapeutic Strategies (Translational Medicine)CRC Press, 2007

	Considering the impact of translational breakthroughs on the early detection, diagnosis, prevention, and treatment of breast cancer, this all-encompassing guide collects cutting-edge research on the most promising strategies and agents likely to impact the management and long-term outcomes of women with breast cancer. This book will provide...
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Embodied Minds in ActionOxford University Press, 2009
In Embodied Minds in Action, Robert Hanna and Michelle Maiese work out a unified treatment of three fundamental philosophical problems: the mind-body problem, the problem of mental causation, and the problem of action. This unified treatment rests on two basic claims. The first is that conscious, intentional minds like ours are essentially...
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Reasoning in Event-Based Distributed Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Event-based distributed systems are playing an ever increasing role in
	areas such as enterprise management, information dissemination, finance,
	environmental monitoring and geo-spatial systems. Event-based processing
	originated with the introduction of Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules to
	database systems in the 1980s. Since then,...
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Fitness for Geeks: Real Science, Great Nutrition, and Good HealthO'Reilly, 2012

	

	This inquisitive and highly useful book shows the hacker and maker communities how to bring science and software into their nutrition and fitness routines.

	

	The digital age has made a big splash with new web-connected gear in the sports/fitness world. Fitness for Geeks covers many of these new self-tracking...
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End User Development (Human-Computer Interaction Series)Springer, 2006
By now, most people have become familiar with the basic functionality and interfaces of computers. However, developing new or modified applications that effectively support users' goals still requires considerable expertise in programming that cannot be expected from most people. Thus, one fundamental challenge for the coming years is to develop...
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Multiobjective Optimization: Interactive and Evolutionary Approaches (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Multiobjective optimization deals with solving problems having not only one, but multiple, often conflicting, criteria. Such problems can arise in practically every field of science, engineering and business, and the need for efficient and reliable solution methods is increasing. The task is challenging due to the fact that, instead of a single...
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Design Methodology for Intelligent Technical Systems: Develop Intelligent Technical Systems of the FutureSpringer, 2014

	Intelligent technical systems, which combine mechanical, electrical and software engineering with control engineering and advanced mathematics, go far beyond the state of the art in mechatronics and open up fascinating perspectives. Among these systems are so-called self-optimizing systems, which are able to adapt their behavior autonomously...
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Mastering Visual Basic .NET Database ProgrammingSybex, 2002
Enter a New World of Database Programming
Visual Basic .NET and ADO.NET facilitate the development of a new generation of database applications, including disconnected applications that run on the Web. Mastering Visual Basic .NET Database Programming is the resource you need to thrive in this new world.  Assuming no prior experience with...
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Intellectual Property Protection in VLSI Design: Theory and PracticeSpringer, 2003
The development and implementation of intellectual property (IP) protection mechanisms is of crucial importance for the emerging reuse-based system design methodology. Maybe even more importantly, it is such an elegant scientific and engineering challenge that it has drawn a lot of attention from academia and industry in recent years....
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